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Juvenile Justice - Student Packet

In this module you will be asked to discuss whether it is fair for a juvenile to be tried as

an adult.

Items needed to complete the module:
. Articles:

"Kids are kids-until they commit crimeso'by Marjie Lundstrom
"Juveniles Don't Deserve Life Sentences" by Gail Garinger
"On Punishment and Teen Killers" by Jennifer Jenkins Bishop
"Many kids called unfit for adult trial" by Greg Krikorian
"Startling Finds on Teenage Brains" by Paul Thompson

' Supplemental (extra), but highly recommended:
"Greg Ousley Is Sorry for Killing His Parents. Is That Enough ?" tnThe
New York Times Magazine. com:
http : //www.nytimes. co ml 20 12 I 07 122 I magazine/greg-ousley-is-sorry-for-
killing -hi s-parents - i s -that-enough.html ?pagewante d:all &-r0

Nathaniel Brazill Interview:
http : //www.youtube. com/watch?v:q1B-dDOkWKo0

1. Handouts:
Activity 2: Key Concepts - Legal Definitions
Activity 2: Key Concepts - Matching Chart
Activity 3: Surveying the Text and Making Predictions
Activity 5: Annotations
Activity 6: Annotations
Activity 8: Noticing Language
Activify 9: Annotations
Activity 10: Annotations

Instructions: Complete all of the activities on a separate piece of paper if no space or
chart is provided. Label each activity so that it is easy for your teacher to check your
work.

Activity 1: Getting Ready to Read
Write a paragraph in response to the following quickwrite prompt:

If you commltted a serious cr{me, do you think it would be fair
for you to be punished like an adrdt Trrho committed tJre sarne
crime? Ir[Jry or why not?

Activity 2: Introducing Key Concepts
Read the list of legal terms related to homicide. Then complete the matching activity.
See student handouts
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Activity 3: Survey the Text and Making Predictions
See handout

Activity 4: Vocabulary Self-Assessment (for each reading selection)

Complete the Vocabulary Self-Assessment Chart

"Startlins Finds on the Teenase Brain

Activity 5: Annotations
See handout

Juvenile Justice

\ilord Definition KnowltWell Have Ifeard It Don't Knod
Never Heard

Vocabulary from Thompson's "Startling Finds on the Teenage Brain"

immaturity not grown up

quizzical questioning

verdicts legal decisions

impulsive without thinking aboa
results

erratic irregular

abstract concepts ideas that ore not concrete,
or edrsv to picture

massrve large

purged gonen rid of

rash donewithout thinking

vastly enormously

maelstrom whirlpool

accountability responsibility

drastic extreme



Word Definition Know ltWell Have Heard It Don't Knod
Never Heard

Vocabulary from Lundstrom's "Kids are Kids'

inconsistency vqr iqnce; s omething that
does not line up or sgree

quandary stale of not knowingwhat to
do: uncertqinty

heinous horrible

coddling treating tenderly, often to the
noint nf snoilins,

perpetuated continued
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Complete the Vocabulary Self-Assessment Chart

"Kids are Kids-Until They Commit Crimes

Activify 6: Annotations
See handout

Activity 7: Note Taking: Recent Cases of Juvenile Crime
You will find that "startling Findings on Teenage Brains" and "Kids Are Kids" discuss

four recent cases in which teenagers were tried for murder. Fill out the following graphic

organizer based on those cases. This information could be used as evidence when you

wdte your own essay.

Defendant Age Crime Sentence
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* SUPPLEMENTAL
Watch the interview of Nathaniel Brazill after serving ll years in prison:

://www.youtube. com/watchrv:WE-dDokWKo0

Activify 8: Noticing Language
See handout

Using strategies you have employed with previous reading selections, quickly
survey the final two texts, making predictions about the content of the texts. Then
read the texts independently.

Complete the Vocabulary Self-Assessment Chart

d "On Punishment and Teen Killers

Activity 9: Annotations
See handout

Word Definition Know It Well llave Heard It Don't Knod
Never lleard

Vocabulary from Jenkins' On Punishment and Teen Killers"

advocates peoplewhoworkfor or
suDDort an idea or cause

culpability q state of guilt

criminal intent the eonscious decisionto do
s om et hing for bidden by t he
lqw; intent is the state of
mind that accompanies a
forbidden qct

negate to contradict or prwefalse

propaganda information that is spread to
promote a particular cause

abolished done oway with; gotten rid
of

restorative giving new lift, strength, and
soirit
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Activity 10: Analyzing Stylistic Choices

The choices writers make when they choose words create certain effects for their readers.

Think about these words from Jenkins's "On Punishment and Teen Killers." Put a plus

(+) next to the words and phrases that have a positive connotation and a minus (-) next to

the words and phrases that have a negative connotation. If you aren't certain of the

meaning of a word, look it up and write a brief definition or synonym next to the word in
the list.

What effect does the writer's choice of language has on you as areader.Is she

letely fair and obiective, or is she trying to to your emotions? E lain.

Complete the Vocabulary Self-Assessment Chart

culoabilitv deseminp blame: suilt

lovingly +

violence-loving culture

alarming

intelligent
brasgins

traumatic
justice

enlishtened

victim
repeat violent offenders

propaganda

nobility
misleading

Word Definition IfuowItWell Have Heard It Don't Knod
Never Heard

Vocabulary from Garinger's "Juveniles Don't Deserve Life Sentences"

criminologist a specialist in the study of
crime and criminal behovior
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perceived

inadequacies
a lack of ability or
competenee that is sensed or
derccted and not necessarily
rrroven hv fact

prosecuted charged with a crime (as in
a trial)

rhetoric language (speeches, articles)
that k intended to persuade
others

parole a conditional release from
impr isonment ; the person
serves the remainder of the
sentence outside the prison
as long as the terms of
release are met

rationale the basic underlying reason
or exolanatiln for somethins.

vulnerable easilv wounded or hutt
rehabilitation restoring someone to a

useful olace in societv
malleability the quality of being eosily

shaned into somethins else

renudiated reiected: refused
amicus brief literally means "friend of the

court": document filed in a
court by someone who is not
directly related to the case

under cowideration; can be

usefulfor thejudge
evaluating the case, and it
becomes part of the fficial
csse record,

d "Juveniles Don't Deserve Life Sentences

Activify 1l: Annotations
See handout

* SUPPLEMENTAL
Read the article about Greg Ousley online:

ooGreg Ousley Is Sorry for Killing His Parents. Is That Enough ?'o in The New York

Times Magazine.com:hltpillwww.nytimes.coml20l2l0Tl22lmagazinelgreg-ousley-is-
-for-killins-hi nts-is-that .html ted:all& r=0
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Activity 12: Taking a Stance

You have now read four texts that arc part of the conversation that has taken place over
the last decade about how juveniles who commit serious crimes, including murder,
should be treated in the justice system.

. What have you learned from joining this conversation?

. What do you want to leam next?

. Look back at the quickwrite that you wrote at the beginning of this module. Have
your views changed or developed? What is your position now?

Activity 13: EPT Essay

Schedule a time to meet with your teacher to complete the Timed Practice EPT. You will
have 15 minutes to plan and 45 minutes to plan and write an essay in response to the
articles. This essay will be scored using the EPT Rubric and is intended to mirror the
English Placement Test. The essay mustbe completed in front of a teacher or school
personnel.

Tum in your completed Module Packet when you meet with your teacher for the practice
EPT.
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Activity ZrPartl: Key Concepts

Definitions of Legal Terms: Read and understand. Then, use these definitions
to determine the crime/conviction of the situations outlined in the second half of
this activity.

Homicide is the killing of one person by another either intentionally or
unintentionally. Homicide includes accidents and murder.

Murder is the killing of someone with malice aforethought. lt could be
done while committing another crime. Murder is always illegal.

First degree murder is the killing of a person witf't malice
aforethought; the cime was planned. lt was done deliberately and is
illegal.

Second degree murder is a killing done during a crime deemed very
dangerous fo a human life. The crime u/as most likely not committed
with the intention of killing.

Voluntary manslaughter is the killing of sameone intentionally but
without malice of forethought. For example, if the killing was a crime
of passion (killing a spouse or lover because of iealousy), the
intention was to kill. However, there was no malice aforethought
because it was not planned.

lnvoluntary manslaughter is killing someone unlawfully but wittrout
malice aforethought. lt was committed without an intent to kill and
without a conscious dr'sregard for human life.
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Activity 2, Part 2z Key Concepts

Matching activity: Read the situation and then the sentence that each youth
was given. Consult the definitions of the different types of killings and then
identifo what the person would have been convicted of in each scenario.

Actualsituation Crimel
convietion

Punishment or
sentencino

A 17-year-old troubled girl has
been slowly poisoning her parents
each night at dinner. Three
months go by and she arrives
home to find them dead on the
floor of the kitchen. The coroner's
report indicated that their death
was caused bv cyanide poisoning.

Sentenced to
life in prison
without
parole.

Three 16-year-olds were hanging
out at the park drinking Jack
Daniels. One boy started shoving
his friend. Soon the shoving
escalated into punching. One boy
tripped and his head hit a sharp-
edged rock. He died of a
concussion before help can arrive.

Sentenced to
3 years in
prison after
being tried as
an adult.

Thinking his girlfriend is cheating,
a 16-year-old boy goes to her
house and finds her in bed with
his brother. lmpulsively, he grabs
the nearest lamp and hits his
brother on the head. His brother
dies from a concussion two days
later.

Sentenced to
6 years in
prison

A 13-year-old boy breaks into an
auto parts business to steal
hubcaps. The 17-year-old security
guard picks up his boss'gun and
fires 2 warning shots at the thief.
The second shot hits the 13-year-
old and kills him on the spot.

Sentenced to
15 years to
life
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Activity 3: Surveying the Text and Making Predictions

Surveying the text gryes you an overuiew of what the articles are about and how they are
put together. This activity will help you create a framework so that you can make
predictions and form questions to guide your reading. Answerthe following questions:

1. What do the titles of the two articles "Startling Finds on the Teenage Brain' and "Kids
Are Kids-Until They Commit Crimes" tell you about the topics of these artilces?

2. "Kids Are Kids" was published in lhe Sacramento Bee in 2001. "Startling Finds on
Teenage Brains'was published in the same paper also in 2001. \Mrat can you
predict about the articles? How do you think the articles will be the same? How do
you think they will be different?

3. What issue do you think these articles are going to discuss? \Mrat positions do you
think Lundstrom and Thompson willtake?

Read the first three parag!,aphs of "Startling Finds on Teenaqe Brains" and then answer
the following questions:

4. Now that you've listened to the first three paragraphs of "Startling Finds," what do
you think it is going to be about?

5. \Mat do you think is the purpose of this text?

6. \lVho do you think is the intended audience for this piece? How do you know this?

Now read the first six paragraphs of "Kids Are Kids-Until They Commit Crimes."

7. \//l,rat is Lundstrom's opinion on the topic of juvenile crime?

8. Turn the title into a question to answer as you read the essay.
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Activity 5: Annotations - Startling Finds on the Teenage Brain

Answer this auestion... with a oortion of the text.

What is the thesis?

What are the major claims
that he makes?
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Are there any claims that he

makes that you would
disagree with? What are

they?

What evidence is used to
support his claim?
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Comment on or question 4 statements in the article.

The article says .. I say...
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Activity 6: Annotations - Kids Are KidrUntil They Commit Crimes

Answer this question.. with a portion of the text.

What is the thesis?

What are the major claims
that she makes?
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Are there any claims that she

makes that you would
disagree with? What are
they?

What evidence is used to
support her claim?
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Comment on or question 4 statements in the article.

The article says. I say.
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Activity 8: Noticing Language

The following questions are based on the articles by Thompson, "Startling Finds," and
Lundstrom, "Kids Are Kids." Answer them in vwiting and then be prepared to share your
answers with classmates and/or your teacher:

1. Do you think a jury should take the age of a criminal defendant into consideration?
Use the words'Jurors" and'Juveniles" in your answer.

2. Should juveniles be treated the same way as adults if they commit the same crimes?
Use the words "tried as an adulto'in your answer.

3. Do you agree that teenagers often act on impulse? Use the word "impulsive" or
"impulsively" in your answer.

4. How is technology helping us understand the teenage brain?

5. What factors do you think juries should take into account when they sentence
juveniles?

6. Do you agree with Lundstrom that it is inconsistent to deny privileges like voting and
drinking to teenagers but then to sentence them as adults? Why or why not?
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7. Do you think juveniles should be sentenced to life in prison if they commit especially

bad crimes? Use the word "heinous" in your answer.

8. Do you agree with Lundstrom that the media perpetuates the stereotype of violent
youths? Use the word "perpetuate" in your answer'
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Activity 9: Annotations - On Punishment and Teen KiIIers

Answer this question.. with a portion of the text.

What is the thesis?

What are the major claims
that she makes?
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Are there any claims that she

makes that you would
disagree with? What are

they? Explain.

What evidence is used to
support her claim?
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Comment on or question 4 things stated in the article.

The article says... I say...
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Activity ll: Annotations - Juveniles Don't Deserve Life Sentences

Answer this auestion.. with a portion of the text.

What is the thesis?

What are the major claims
that she makes?
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Are there any claims that she

makes that you would
disagree with? What are
they?

What evidence is used to
support her claim?
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Comment on or question 4 statements in the article.

The article says .. I say..


